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ARTICLES
STUDENT EVALUATIONS OF TEACHING: AN

UNLAWFUL BARRIER TO WOMEN'S
PROFESSIONAL ADVANCEMENT IN
AUSTRALIAN UNIVERSITIES
Britt P. Tevis* & K.E. Powell"
ABSTRACT

Decades of research indicates that student evaluations of tertiary-

level educators are biased, disadvantaging women, people of color, nonnative English speakers, and non-heterosexual instructors while, at the
same time, unfairly advantaging white male academics. Nevertheless,
Australian universities and colleges continue to use student evaluations to
make personnel decisions concerning respective academics' employment,
retention, and promotion. Recently, scholars and lawyers have questioned
the legality of using student evaluations for personnel decisions in
universities in the United States and Canada. This article adds to these
works by analyzing the lawfulness of using student evaluations for

employment decisions in Australia. Specifically, it considers the practice
vis-A-vis Australian anti-discrimination and workplace laws. Ultimately,
the article shows that using, student evaluations in decision-making
processes concerning academics' employment, retention, and promotion
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constitutes indirect discrimination and, as a result, is likely unlawful.
Accordingly, this article recommends that Australia's universities and
colleges stop using these evaluations in personnel decisions.
INTRODUCTION

Beginning in the 1970s, universities began collecting survey data
from students for the purpose of assessing the students' experiences in a
given class. 1 Underlying this practice that has continued through present
day is the idea that students are well-suited to assess their respective
instructors. 2 The precise questions included on these student evaluations
of teacher (hereinafter "SET") surveys vary from one institution to the
next, but the surveys share some similarities: they are universally
anonymous, most often voluntary, and completed toward the end of the
teaching period.3 When universities first collected these evaluations,4
students typically comnpleted them on or just before the final day of class.
Today, students are asked to provide their feedback during a given period
prior to the release of final grades. 5 Originally, students completed these
surveys using pen and paper, but today the surveys can be completed
6
through an online system.
Although how and when students complete SET surveys has changed
since they first appeared, university administrators' use of the surveys has
remained fairly consistent: Australian universities and colleges employ
SET data in hiring, retaining, and promoting educators. 7 Many institutions

1. See Henry A. Homstein, Student Evaluations of Teaching are an Inadequate Assessment
Tool for Evaluating Faculty Performance, COGENT EDUC. 2 (Mar. 20, 2017), https://
www.cogentoa.com/article/10.1080/2331186X.2017.1304016.
2. See generally Christina Ballantyne, Online Evaluations of Teaching: An Examination of
Current Practice and Considerationsfor the Future, 2003 NEW DIRECTIONS FOR TEACHING &
LEARNING 103, 104 ("Over the past ten years, student evaluations of teaching and courses have - at
least in Australia - significantly increased .... ).
3. Id. at 105; Evaluation of Teaching and Units Procedure, DEAKIN UNIV., https://
policy.deakin.edu.au/view.current.php?id00040&amp;;_ga=2.41282848.360075905.1555235350165390703.1530056132 (last visited Nov. 18, 2019) (Austl.); Student Experience Survey (SES),
JAMES COOK UNIV., https://www.jcu.edu.au/learning-and-teaching/teaching-evaluation/studentexperience-survey (last visited Nov. 18, 2019) (Austl.).
4. See Ballantyne, supra note 2, at 105.
5. Bob Uttl et al., Meta-analysis of Faculty's Teaching Effectiveness: Student Evaluation of
Teaching Ratings and Student Learning are not Related, 54 STUDENT EDUC. EVALUATION 22, 22
(2017).
6. Rosemary J. Avery et al., ElectronicCourse Evaluations:Does an Online Delivery System
Influence Student Evaluations?, 37 J. ECON. EDUC. 21, 22 (2006).
7. SIMON BARRIE ET AL., STUDENT SURVEYS ON TEACHING AND LEARNING, 28 (2008)
(Austl.); 2019 Academic Promotion Guidelines, DEAKIN UNIV. 1, 7 (Mar. 25, 2019), https://
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require academics to include SET data in their promotion materials. 8 In
some cases, an academics' failure to receive a particular SET score elicits
negative repercussions from university administrators. 9 Moreover, the
Australian federal government recently linked student evaluations and
institutions' federal funding. 10 Beginning in 2018, seven and a half
percent of university Commonwealth Grants became contingent on
measures from studies that rely on student assessments of their
instructors. I1
Soon after their advent, scholars began Studying SET's usefulness
for measuring instructor quality; thus producing a broad array of
scholarship. 12 With minor disagreement, four decades of empirical
research indicate that student evaluations of teaching exhibit bias against
academics who are not white men. 13 In general, all other factors being
equal, female academics receive lower marks than male academics. 14
Academics from minority communities receive significantly lower ratings
than their white colleagues. 15 Academics who are both women and people

blogs.deakin.edu.au/staff-development-hub/wp-content/uploads/sites/257/2019/03/2019_aca-promguidelines.pdf (Austl.); Academic Promotion: Level B Procedure, MONASH UNIV. 1, 2 (Dec. 10,
2018), https://www.monash.edu/ datalassets/pdf file/0005/799349/Academic-promotion-LevelB.pdf (Austl.); Academic Promotion:Level C-E Procedure,MONASH UNIV. 1, 7 (June 15, 2019),
https://www.monash.edu/_data/assets/pdf file/0020/783002/Academic-Promotion-level-C-E.pdf
(Austl.).
8. See SIMON BARRIE ET AL., supra note 7.
9. See Colleen Flaherty, TeachingEval Shake-Up, INSIDE HIGHER ED (May 22, 2018), https://
www.insidehighered.com/news/201 8 /05/22/most-institutions-say-they-value-teaching-how-theyassess-it-tells-different-story.
10. AUSTL. Gov'T, THE HIGHER EDUCATION REFORM PACKAGE 27 (2017), https://
docs.education.gov.au/system/files/doc/other/edl7-0138 - he-_glossy budget reportacc.pdf
(Austi.).
11. Id.
12.

GOOGLE

SCHOLAR,

https://scholar.google.com/scholar?hl=en&as-sdt=0 / 2C33&q=student+evaluation+of+teachers&bt
nG= (last visited Nov. 18, 2019). A search on "student evaluation of teachers" on Google Scholar
yields over 3,950,000 results for relevant articles. While the literature on bias is expansive, through
this search the authors have found little or no legal analysis of the use of SET data for employment
purposes. Id.
13. Susan A. Basow & Nancy T. Silberg, Student Evaluations of College Professors: Are
Female and Male Professors Rated Differently?, 79 J. EDUC. PSYCHOL. 308, 313 (1987).
14. See generally id. (describing how students often rank female insiructors lower if the female
instructor does not conform to societal norms); Sheila K. Bennett, Student Perceptions of and
Expectationsfor Male andFemale Instructors:Evidence Relating to the Question of Gender Bias in
Teaching Evaluation,74 J. EDUC. PSYCHOL. 170, 177-78 (1982) (noting that women are "negatively
evaluated when they fail to meet ... gender appropriate expectation[s]...").
15. Daniel S. Hamermesh & Amy Parker, Beauty in the Classroom: Instructors' Pulchritude
and Putative Pedagogical Productivity, 24 ECON. EDUC. REV. 369, 373 (2005); Deborah J. Merritt,
Bias, the Brain, and Student Evaluations of Teaching, 82 ST. JOHN'S L. REV. 235, 235-36 (2008); see
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of color face compounded biases. 16 Unfounded disparities between men's
and women's SET evaluations are particularly harmful to junior female
instructors.1 7 When compared with heterosexual instructors who used the
same syllabus, gay and lesbian instructors are more likely to be perceived
18
as having a political agenda. Further analyses suggest the present
19
impossibility of removing bias from SETs surveys. Moreover, SET
studies show no correlation between a student's perception of an
2z
academic's skill and the academic's ability to teach a subject.
Legal issues related to the application and use of SET data have been
l
analyzed in the context of American and Canadian law. In May 2018,
the provost of the University of Southern California, Michael Quick,
eliminated the use of SETs in determining personnel decisions because of
the overwhelming evidence that SETs advantage white men and
disadvantage others. 22 Likewise, an arbitrator in Ontario, Canada,
determined that SETs cannot be "used to measure teaching effectiveness
for promotion or tenure" at Ryerson University because they promote bias
23
against non-white men in the context of workplace decisions. U.S.
Kathryn Pourmand Nordick, A Critical Look at Student Resistance to Non-Traditional Law School
Professors, 27 W.NEw ENG. L. REv. 173, 175 (2005).
16. See generally Meera E. Deo, A Better Tenure Battle. Fighting Bias in Teaching
Evaluations, 31 COLUM. J. GENDER & L. 7, 10, 15 (2015) (listing types of "'outsider' status[es]" that
students look negatively upon).
17. See Friederike Mengel et al., Gender Bias in Teaching Evaluations, 17 J. EUR. ECON. ASS'N
535, 537, 564 (2019) (U.K.).
18. Kristin J. Anderson & Melinda Kanner, Inventing a Gay Agenda: Students 'Perceptions of
Lesbian and Gay Professors,41 J. APPLIED SOC. PSYCHOL. 1538, 1559 (2011).
19. Michelle Falkoff, Why We Must Stop Relying on Student Ratings of Teaching, CHRON.
HIGHER EDUC. (Apr. 25, 2018), https://www.chronicle.com/article/Why-We-Must-Stop-Relying-on
/243213?cid=wcontentgrid hp_9.
20. See Uttl et al., supra note 5, at 23 ("[T]he well established findings in cognitive psychology
and intelligence literature suggest that any substantive correlations between SET and learning are
likely to be a fluke ... rather than due to students' ability to accurately assess instructor' teaching
effectiveness.").
CanLI 2, 4 (Can.
21. See generally Ryerson Univ. v. Ryerson Faculty Ass'n (2018), 58446
2
2
018canlii58446.html
018/2018canlii58446/
https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onla/doc/
Ont. L.A.),
(describing the negative aspects of using teaching evaluations in tenure decisions); Ann Owen,
to Lawsuits, INSIDE
Relying on Often-biased Student Evaluations to Assess Faculty Could Lead
2
HIGHER ED (June 24, 2019), https://www.insidehighered.com/views/ 019/06/24/relying-often(noting that the studies
biased-student-evaluations-assess-facult-could-lead-lawsuits-opinion
conducted by the U.S. Air Force Academy, the University of California at Davis and the National
Bureau of Economic Research have found that "a negative correlation may, in fact, exist between
deeper learning and student evaluations of the instructor.").
22. See Flaherty, supranote 9.
23. Moira Farr, Arbitration Decision on Student Evaluations of Teaching Applauded by
Faculty, U. AFF. (Aug. 28, 2018), https://www.universityaffairs.ca/news/news-article/arbitrationdecision-on-student-evaluations-of-teaching-applauded-by-faculty/.
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scholars William Wines and Terence Lau argue that, by their very nature,
student evaluations "put pressure on" professors to refrain from
confronting their students with unpopular political or religious opinions
because of fear of reprisal.24 This pressure, they argue, conflicts with the
ideals of academic freedom, which U.S. Supreme Court Justice William
Brennan wrote is "a special concern of the First Amendment, which does
not tolerate laws that cast a pall of orthodoxy over the classroom." 25
Yet, the legality of the use of SETs for personnel decisions in
Australia remains unstudied. This article begins to fill that void.
Accordingly, it analyzes the practice of using SET data for hiring,
retention, and promotion decisions through the lens of Australian antidiscrimination and workplace laws. 26 While scholars have shown how
SET data discriminates against various populations, this article focuses on
sex discrimination as both a particular violation of Australian antidiscrimination laws and also as demonstrative of broader discriminatory
practices. 27 Specifically, it looks at the legality of using SET data for
personnel decisions vis-d-vis Australia's Sex Discrimination Act 1984,
Equal Opportunity Act 2010 (Vic), and the Workplace Gender Equality
Act 2012 (ACT).28 This article argues that employing SET data as a factor
in personnel decisions, without mitigation of the inherent bias in the
surveys, is a condition, requirement, or practice which constitutes
unlawful indirect discrimination by an employer. 29 The practice thus
violates the Sex Discrimination Act 1984 (Cth) and Victoria's Equal
Opportunity Act 2010 (Vic). 30 Further, this article reveals that the use of
24. William Arthur Wines & Terence J. Lau, Observations on the Folly of Using Student
Evaluations of College Teaching for Faculty Evaluation, Pay, and Retention Decisions and Its
Implicationsfor Academic Freedom, 13 WM. & MARY J. WOMEN & L. 167, 191 (2006).
25. Keyishian v. Bd. of Regents of State of N.Y., 385 U.S. 589, 603 (1967).
26. See discussion infra Section n-In.
27. See discussion infra Section mL
28. Workplace Gender Equality Act 2012 (ACT) pt I (Austl.) (attempting to promote and
improve gender equality in the workplace, create ways for employers to remove barriers for women
to participate more fully,. and promote the elimination of discrimination in employment matters
generally); Equal OpportunityAct 2010 (Vic) pt I (Austl.) (attempting to eliminate discrimination and
sexual harassment, and promoting ways to identify and eliminate sources of discrimination); Sex
DiscriminationAct 1984 (Cth) pt I (Austl.) (attempting to eliminate employment discrimination both
directly and indirectly, on the grounds of sex, gender identity, intersex status, sexual orientation,
sexual orientation, marital or relationship status, family responsibilities, and other reasons); see
discussion infra Section III.
29. See discussion infra Section III.A.
30. See discussion infra Sections II.A & B; Equal Opportunity Act 2010 (Vic) pt 2 s 9 sub-div
1 (Austl.) (defining indirect discrimination as occurring if "a person imposes, or proposes to impose,
a requirement, condition or practice" that has or might have the "effect of disadvantaging persons
with an attribute" and is unreasonable. To determine if the requirement is reasonable, many factors
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SET data undermines the objectives of the Workplace Gender Equality
purpose of minimizing
Act 2012 (ACT), which was passed for the express
31
contexts.
sex discrimination in employment
Despite scholars' general silence regarding the legality of SETs in
Australia, their continued use merits attention because the practice
contributes to institutional discrimination against historically
32 Use of biased
underrepresented populations within the academy.
materials in the hiring, promotion, and retention of academics leads
directly to less hiring, promotion, and retention of those facing bias,
which, in turn, also leads to lower remuneration rates for academics who
are not white males. 33 Indeed, approximately five decades after entering
Australian university faculties, women remain underrepresented in their
upper levels. 34 Women hold about half of lecturer and below-lecturer
positions, but they hold less than half of senior lecturer and higher post
positions. 35 Overall, in 2016, women comprised only 8.3 percent of senior
lecturer. 36
lecturer positions and only 7 percent of positions above senior
Further, the systemic failure to hire, retain, and promote women means
than men. 37
that women collectively, and individually, make less money

are considered including mitigation and whether or not an adjustment can be made to eliminate the
disadvantage); Sex DiscriminationAct 1984 (Cth) pt I s 5 (Austl.) (defining discrimination on the
basis of sex as "the discriminator requir[ing] the aggrieved person to comply with a requirement or
condition" that a substantially higher proportion of persons of the opposite sex comply with or are
able to, one that is unreasonable considering the circumstances at hand, and one that the individual
either refuses to comply with or is unable to comply with).
31. Workplace Gender Equality Act 2012 (Cth) pt I (Austl.) (stating that one of the main
objectives of the act is to promote the elimination of discrimination based on sex in the workplace);
see discussion infra Section III.C.
32. Wines & Lau, supra note 24, at 172. One possible reason for this silence is fear of reprisal.
"[T]he continued use of teaching evaluations as a basis of promotion and tenure will []cause faculty
members to tailor their speech to obtain promotion and tenure ... and that in effect, faculty are
coerced into making speech with which they do not agree." Id."If administrators continue to use
student teaching evaluations as the sole criterion for judging teaching effectiveness, we can rely on
at 201-02.
academe to join the voices of those silenced." See id.
33. See generally Flaherty, supra note 9 (describing how Michael Quick, provost of the
University of Southern California, decided to eliminate the use of SETs due to the biases instructors
face).
34. Kerry Carrington & Angela Pratt, How Far Have We Come? Gender Disparities in The
Australian Higher Education System, AUSTRALIAN PARLIAMENT (June 16, 2003), https://
www.aph.gov.au/About Parliament/Parliamentary_Departments/Parliamentary Library
/Publications Archive/CIB/cib0203/03CIB31 (Austl.).
35. Department of Education and Training, Selected Higher Education Statistics - 2016 Staff
Data, tbl 2.6 (2016), https://docs.education.gov.au/node/4237 1 (Austl.).
36. Id.
37. See generally The Gender Pay Gap, WORKPLACE GENDER EQUALITY AGENCY, https://
www.wgea.gov.au/topics/the-gender-pay-gap (last visited Nov. 18, 2019) (The gender pay gap "is a
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A 2018 study found that across Australia female employees earn 14.1
percent less than their male counterparts. 3 8 This norm holds true within
the university sector, where male academics earn more than female
academics. 39 Relatedly, differences in remuneration contribute to
disparities in men's and women's long-term economic success, including
a differing amount of contributions to superannuation (pension) funds. 40
The consequences of the systemic failure to promote women to
senior positions in universities and colleges extend beyond the career of
any individual person. 4 1 Particularly at institutions that link seniority with
research time, administrators' emphasis on SET data in employmerit
decisions have thwarted women's capacity to produce knowledge in their
respective fields. 42 Gender discrimination has arguably stymied the
43
growth of certain research areas.
Given the underlying discrimination in SETs, the use of SET data for
employment decisions is inherently illegal; this article insists that
Australian universities and colleges must end this practice.4 4 They must
do this in order to minimize and, ideally, eliminate gender inequality in
the workplace, educational institutions, and society at large.4 5 Further,
while not the direct focus of this article, universities should also call on

symptom of a broader cultural problem in workplaces." The undervaluing of women contributes to
the under-representation of women in the workforce.).
38. Id.
39. See generally id. (finding that in 2018, the gender pay gap between women and men in
education-related occupations increased from 11.3 percent to 11.5 percent).
40. See How super works, AUSTRALIAN
SEC. &
INV.
COMM'N,
https://
www.moneysmart.gov.au/superannuation-and-retirement/how-super-works (last visited Nov. 18,
2019) (Austl.). Superannuation is the Australian retirement system, which includes both voluntary
and mandatory contributions. Id.There are various ways to contribute to a superannuation fund, two
notable methods are (1) "employer super contributions" where the employer pays an amount equal to
9.5 percent of one's salary and (2) "personal super contributions" where an employee allows his or
her employer to deduct some pre-tax income into the superannuation fund. Id. In 2016, the average
superannuation balance for men was $112,000 and $68,000 for women. See Andrew Robertson,
Women's superannuation not so super: The $120,000 gender gap, ABC NEWS ONLINE, https://
www.abc.net.au/news/2017-10- 2 7/it-is-time-for-superannuation-to-be-fairer-to-women/9087556
(last updated Oct. 27, 2017).
41. See generally Mengel et al., supra note 17, at 536 ("Our results show that female faculty
receive systematicallylower teaching evaluations than their male colleagues.") (emphasis added).
42. Id.at 536-37.
43. Id. at 537.
44. See generally id at 564 (concluding that gender bias will remain as long as perceptions and
stereotypes are present in academia).
45. Id.
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decisions that are tied to
the federal government to eliminate 4 funding
6
evaluations.
discriminatory
indirectly
To show as much, the remainder of this article proceeds accordingly:
first, we offer a literature review of SETs, highlighting studies that reveal
the operation of gender bias, others which show how these studies involve
different types of unlawful discrimination in the workplace, as well as the
ongoing challenge to develop a sound, non-discriminatory SET
instrument. 47 Second, we outline the development and application of
SETs in Australian universities and then analyze how application of SETs
48 Our article
to employment violates anti-discrimination statutes.
concludes by urging Australian universities and colleges to stop using
49
SETs for employment purposes and offering some recommendations.
I.

OVERVIEW OF BIASES INHERENT TO STUDENT EVALUATIONS
OF TEACHING

Over the past four decades, scholars have produced rich literature
50
analyzing student evaluations of their instructors. These works examine
problems endemic to student evaluations of teaching and assess their
efficacy for measuring the quality of instruction. SET studies vary in
51
sample size, methodology, and geographic focus. The SET studies'
analyses can also vary; for example, some consider the characteristics of
the course, while others consider the characteristics of the students and
the instructor. 52 For the purposes of considering the lawfulness of using
SETs as a factor in employment decisions in Australian universities and
colleges, these works can be grouped into two categories: those that
characteristics and those
address bias related to an instructors' immutable
53
SETs.
in
flaws
that address methodological

46. See Ken-i-Lee Harris & Richard James, The Course Experience Questionnaire, Graduate
DestinationSurvey, andLearningand TeachingFundin Australia, in PUBLIC POLICY FOR ACADEMIC
QUALITY 99,108,113 (D.D. Dill & M. Beerkens eds., 2010).
47. See discussion infra Section I.
48. See discussion infra Section II.
49. See discussion infra Sections IV & V. While we think the practice of using SETs for hiring,
retention, and promotion purposes ought to end in universities across Australia, this article focuses
primarily on schools in the jurisdiction of Victoria. Id.
50. Richard L. Abel, EvaluatingEvaluations:How Should Law Schools Judge Teaching?, 40
J. LEGAL EDUC. 407,417 (1990).
51. See generally BARRIE ET AL., supra note 7, at 23, 27 (describing the methodology used in
SET studies).
52. Id. at 71, 86; see also Mengel et al., supra note 17, at 542.
53. See Merritt, supra note 15, at 239; see also Basow & Silberg, supra note 13, at 309.
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The first category of SET studies concern bias as it pertains to
54
gender, race, ethnicity, sexual orientation, age, and physical appearance.
Generally, empirical researchers have determined that student evaluations
are inherently prejudiced assessment tools, which reproduce biases
prevalent in broader society. 55 Students tend to apply unconscious bias socially and culturally ingrained notions of who ought to be teaching them
56
- to their evaluations.
Studies about SETs and bias have examined to what extent, if at all,
57
assessments , are biased against -female :academics.
these
Overwhelmingly, research indicates that male academics receive higher
positive evaluations from students than their female counterparts, despite
58
a lack of objective evidence indicating that they are better instructors.
For example, a 1987 American study of 1,000 male and female students
and sixteen male and female academics found that male students rated
female professors lower than male professors in all six of the evaluation
measures while female students rated female professors lower in three of
the six measures. 59 Likewise, more than three decades later, a study of
19,952 SETs from the University of Maastricht's School of Business and
Economics found that female academics consistently receive lower SET
scores than their male counterparts, "despite the fact that neither students'
current or future grades nor their study hours are affected by the gender
of the instructor." 60 Researchers in Australia recently produced a study
of 523,703 SETs from five faculties, generated over seven years, which
included 2,392 distinct courses and 3,123 individual instructors. 6 1 The
study concluded: "Across five different faculties, the gender and cultural
effects generally have a negative impact on the SET scores of women and
teachers of non-English-speaking backgrounds across almost all faculties
62
and subgroups."

54. See Anderson & Kanner, supra note 18, at 1559-60; Therese A. Huston, Race and Gender
Bias in Higher Education: Could Faculty Course Evaluations Impede Further Progress Toward
Parity?, 4 SEATITLE J. SOC. JUST. 591, 597-99 (2006); Jeanny Liu et al., The Influence of Student
Perceived Professors' "Hotness" on Expertise, Motivation, Learning Outcomes, and Course
Satisfaction, 88 J. EDUC. Bus. 94, 100 (2013).
55. See Mengel et al., supra note 17, at 536-37.
56. Id.at 537.
57. Id.at 536.
58. Id.at 536-37; see also Bennett, supra note 14, at 177-78.
59. Basow & Silberg, supra note 13, at 309, 312-13.
60. Mengel et al., supra note 17, at 536.
61. Y. Fan et al., Gender and Cultural Bias in Student Evaluations: Why Representation
Matters, PLOS ONE 2 (Feb. 13, 2019), https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371
/joumal.pone.0209749.
62. Id.at 6.
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One subset of studies about SETs and gender bias show that such
bias partially reflects the gender composition of the students completing
the evaluations. 63 Male students in particular tend to rank male professors
higher than female professors. 64 A study of SETs from a French
university, for example, determined that male students assess female
65
academics worse than male academics, all other things being equal. The
study determined that students perceived male professors as being more
knowledgeable in their field of expertise, even though students learned
just as much from female professors. 6 6 Likewise, the aforementioned
study of SETs generated at the University of Maastricht in the Netherlands
found that female academics scored lower in primarily male student
assessments. In that study, male students evaluated their "female
instructors 2 1% of a standard deviation worse than their male instructors.
Female students were found to rate female instructors about 8% of a
standard deviation lower than male instructors." 6 7 This study and other
similar studies demonstrate that gender bias is exhibited in both male and
female student evaluations. A much greater bias, however, is
demonstrated by male students to their female instructors. 68 Thus, while
women rate female instructors lower than male instructors, the rating is
distinctly lower by male students. 6 9 Other studies found that students'
gender biases influence how they judge aspects of a course beyond
individual teaching quality. 70 Prejudiced views of women also made
students more likely to rate class materials "such as text books, research
articles, and the online learning platform" less favorably. 7 1 Even when
"learning materials are identical for all students within a course and are
male students evaluate
independent of the gender of the section instructor,
72
female."
is
instructor
their
these worse when
Scholars have also determined that gender bias appears in SETs of
online courses, even where "all personality, appearance, and other factors

63. Id. at 2.
64. Id; Anne Boring et al., Student Evaluationsof Teaching (Mostly) Do Not Measure Teaching
Effectiveness, SCIENCEOPEN RES. 1, 2 (2016).
65. Boring et al., supra note 64, at 2; Anne Boring, Gender Biases in Student Evaluations of
Teaching, 145 J. PUB. ECoN. 27,33 (2017).
66. Id. at 34-35.
67. Mengel et al., supra note 17, at 536.
68. See id. at 536-37.
69. Id. at 537-38.
70. See id. at 537.
71. Id.
72. Id.
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held constant., 7 3 A 2014 study determined that online students rated
male-identified online instructors much higher than female-identified
instructors, even in instances when a male-identified instructor was in fact
a woman. 74 This work analyzed forty-three students in an online course;
the students were divided into four discussion groups, two led by a woman
and two by a man. 75 The female instructor told one of her groups that she
was male and the male instructor told one of his groups that he was
female. 76 At the end of the course, SET data revealed that students rated
the instructors they believed to be male higher across twelve categories of
assessment.7 7 For example, even though classwork was marked and
returned to students in the same time period by both instructors, students
to be male as more prompt than those
rated the individuals they perceived
78
female.
be
to
they perceived
In addition to focusing on gender bias, researchers have analyzed the
effects of other distinguishing factors that may indicate bias, including
race and ethnicity in SETs. 79 In comparison to the number of gender
80
studies available, there are relatively fewer studies in these other areas.
Still, a number of studies have concluded that, even with all other factors
being equal, non-white instructors consistently receive lower evaluation
scores than white instructors. 8 1 Scholars have also studied the effects of
sexual orientation on students' assessments of instructors. 82 In a study of
students' perceptions of gay and lesbian instructors, students found gay
and lesbian instructors more likely to have a political agenda when
compared with non-gay and lesbian instructors who taught the same
course while using the same syllabus. 83 Likewise, beauty and physical
appearance marks another factor that scholars have identified as

73. Kristina M. W. Mitchell & Jonathan Martin, Gender Bias in Student Evaluations, 51 POL.
SCI. POL. 648, 648 (2018).
.74. Lillian MacNell, Adam Driscoll & Andrea N. Hunt, What's in a Name: Exposing Gender
Bias in Student Ratings of Teaching, 40 INNOVATIVE HIGHER EDUC. 291, 300 (2014).
75. See id.at 292, 297.
76. Id. at 292.
77. Id. at 298, 300.
78. Id.at 299-300.
79. Fan et al., supra note 61, at 1.
80. Dana A. Williams, Examining the Relation Between Race and Student Evaluations of
Faculty Members: A LiteratureReview, 2007 PROFESSION 168, 168.
81. See Fan et al., supra note 61, at 1; Hamermesh & Parker, supra note 15, at 373; Huston,
supra note 54, at 598.
82. See Anderson & Kanner, supra note 18, at 1559; Vanessa Lynn Ewing, Arthur A. Stukas
Jr. & Eugene P. Sheehan, Student Prejudice Against Gay Male andLesbian Lecturers, 143 J. SOC.
PSYCHOL. 569, 576-77 (2003).
83. See Anderson & Kanner, supra note 18, at 1559.
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contributing to bias in SET outcomes. 84 Studying data supplied by the
University of Texas, Daniel Hamermesh and Amy Parker determined that
students' perceptions of instructors' beauty significantly influenced their
evaluations of those instructors. 85 Here, Hamermesh and Parker identified
six markers of beauty and showed how they yielded "substantial
independent positive impact on instructional ratings by undergraduate
86
students."
Finally, a number of scholars have examined SETs through the lens
of intersectionality, determining how various aspects of discrimination
overlap with gender in the context of SET assessments. 87 For example,
Hamermesh and Parker, analyzing the effects of instructors' beauty on
their SET scores, found that the positive or negative impacts were
exacerbated in the case of minority professors-meaning that the
detriment for those identified as both minorities and not beautiful was
compounded.8 8 Likewise, a recent study of SETs in Australia found that,
overall, "female instructors from non-English speaking backgrounds"
were "most affected" by bias:
In all faculties, a statistically significant effect against them is observed,
with the effect stronger among local students. In the worst case, the
science faculty, the relative odds of female non-English speakers getting
a higher SET score is around 42% from local male students when
compared to men from English speaking backgrounds. In other words,
the odds of a male English speaker getting a higher score is more than
twice that of a female non-English speaker. The results in Business were
around 55% (0.48,0.65), or 1.82 times, whilst Engineering and Medicine
faculties are a little better, at around 62% (0.58,0.58,8 90.63,0.69) from
Medicine and Engineering respectively, or 1.61 times.
In addition to literature that addresses the relationship between bias
and student evaluations, there is also a large body of scholarship that
addresses the inefficacy of SETs for measuring and/or improving teacher

84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.

See Hamermesh & Parker, supra note 15, at 372.
Id.
Id. at 375.
See id. at 373; see also Fan et al., supra note 61, at 2.
See Hammermesh & Parker, supra note 15, at 373.
Fan et al., supra note 61, at 6-7.
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quality or skill. 90 Criticisms about SETs fall, into a91 number of
subcategories, only a few of which will be mentioned here.
An important subcategory of general criticisms of SETs concerns the
fact that there seems to be little correlation between those assessments and
student learning. 92 One study found that student learning and SET scores
are unrelated.93 In this work, scholars examined data drawn from 97
studies, each of which had concluded that SETs correlated with student
learning. 94 However, after employing meta-analyses of these studies, this
work found that the conclusions of these studies were inaccurate because
of the small sample size used by researchers. 95 This study concludes "the
best evidence - the meta-analyses of SET/learning correlations when prior

learning/ability are taken into account - indicates that the -SET/learning
96
correlation is zero."
Even more problematic is that at least one study found that SET
scores negatively relate to student learning. 97 In one study, Scott Carrell
and James West examined the SETs of 10,534 U.S. Air Force Academy
Students between fall 2000 and spring 2007.98 They concluded that
instructors whose students achieved higher grades tended to earn higher
SET scores; additionally, these instructors tended to be untenured and
have less teaching experience. 99 Tenured and more experienced faculty
instructors tended to earn lower SET marks yet their students performed
better in their subsequent classes, which employed the knowledge gained
in the original course. 10 0 In short, "students appear to reward higher
grades in the introductory course but punish professors who increase deep
01
learning."'
90. See generally David Kember et. al., Does the Use of Student Feedback Questionnaires
Improve the Overall Quality of Teaching?,27 ASSESSMENT & EVALUATION HIGHER EDUC. 411, 416,
422-23 (2002) ("The overall conclusion is that the SFQ evaluation process produces no evidence of
an improvement in the quality of teaching during the 4-year period."); Uttl et al., supra note 5, at 22,
40.
91. See Kember et al., supra note 90, at 417-22.
92. See Uttl et al., supra note 5, at 23-24.
93. Id. at 22, 24 (highlighting a SET conducted by Clayton in 2009, where the ratings showed
that student learning is not directly related to higher scores on the survey).
94. Id. at 40.
95. Id
96. Id.
97. See Scott E. Carrell & James E. West, Does Professor Quality Matter? Evidence from
Random Assignment of Students to Professors, 118 J. POL. ECON. 409, 412, 430 (2010).
98. Id. at 414.
99. Id. at 412.
100. Id.at429.
101. Id. at 412. The notion that student surveys are particularly problematic in relation to "deep
learning" raises the specter that SET scores are particularly punitive of female professors in subjects
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Second, a number of scholars have criticized SETs because of
methodological flaws, including the fact that many questions on these
surveys are too broad to measure anything. 102 Such flaws illustrate that
the bias indicated in the current surveys is not likely to be addressed by
re-writing the survey tools themselves, but instead103
the bias is endemic to
the students providing commentary on instructors.
Law professor Richard Abel addresses many of these methodological
flaws in an article in which he examines the use of SETs in law schools. 104
By contrast with most SET studies, Abel approached his work by closely
analyzing his own teaching practices and evaluations.1 °5 Offering
"methodological cautions about using student ratings," Abel outlines the
perils of giving outsized weight to certain questions, particularly those
questions that are "global questions," which are meant to measure "overall
teaching effectiveness." In short, he finds "the more global the judgment
requested, the lower its accuracy." 10 6 Instead, he recommends asking
students about specific attributes and particular behaviors. He also
suggests eliminating quantitative ratings by students altogether. 107
Ultimately, in his efforts to illuminate inherent problems with SETs, Abel
finds that "law schools persistently violate basic methodological
safeguards against error." 10 8 These law schools presume that there is only
10 9
one effective way to teach students.
In addition to Abel's research, a number of other studies illuminate
methodological issues with how institutions gather SET data. 10 Scholars
have raised significant concerns about methodological flaws relating to
sample size and accuracy of data collection.1 1 1 In the last fifteen years,
such as law, which focus on teaching immersive critical thinking skills. The authors can personally
confirm that the challenges of engaging all students in the deep learning necessary to develop strong
legal analysis skills can raise comments in SETs for female law teachers that the female teacher fails
to nurture or provide sufficient support. Id.
102. Harry Tagamori & Laurence Bishop, Content Analysis of Evaluation Instruments Used for
Student Evaluation of Classroom Teaching Performance in Higher Education, Paper presented at the
Annual Meeting of the American Educational Research Association 5 (Apr. 4-8, 1994).
103. See id. at 13.
104. Abel, supra note 50, at 407-08.
105. Id. at 437.
106. Id. at 426, 431.
107. Id. at 452.
108. Id.at 451.
109. Id. at452.
110. See Ballantyne, supra note 2, at 106-09; Daniel E. Ho & Timothy H. Shapiro, Evaluating
Course Evaluations:An EmpiricalAnalysis of a Quasi-Experimentat the Stanford Law School, 20002007, 58 J. LEGAL EDUC. 388, 391-92 (2008) (identifying issues with gathering data through online
surveys).
111. See Ballantyne, supra note 2, at 106-09.
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many schools have moved toward using an online system for student
evaluations. 112 Most studies have found-that moving from paper to online
evaluations has resulted in a reduction of the student response rate, which
diminishes the reliability of the data.1 13 In 2008, an empirical study that
examined 34,328 evaluations of 267 instructors who taught 350 courses
at Stanford Law School was conducted.1 14 This research specifically
examined how changes to the wording and logistical aspects of SETs
affected students' assessments at Stanford Law School. Among other
findings, they concluded that, "online evaluations are more prone to
nonresponse than traditional in-class evaluations."' 1 15 This conclusion
affirmed similar findings from a 2003 Murdoch University study in
Australia, which found that after the university adopted an online system
116
of evaluation, response rates were initially lower.
In summary, there is a large body of literature that offers a range of
important insights about SET data.1 17 The first subset of this literature
concerns bias as it pertains to sex, race, ethnicity, gender and sexual
orientation, and appearance.'1 18 The second subset addresses fundamental
problems with the design and implementation of SET studies, which
affect every individual evaluated regardless of their respective immutable
characteristics.1 19 Due to the large volume of SET data and the related
empirical research, there is no indication that student evaluation survey
data can be collected without bias.1 2 °
II.

SETs IN AUSTRALIAN UNIVERSITIES

A. Development
Australian universities and colleges began to employ SETs under the
influence of Paul Ramsden, a British-born researcher who earned his

112. Id.at 103.
113. Id. at 106-09 (noting that schools subsequently took action to address the decreased
response rate).
114. Ho & Shapiro, supra note 110, at 390.
115. Id. at410.
116. Ballantyne, supra note 2, at 106.
117. See supra Section I.
118. See supra notes 14-18 and accompanying text.
119. See supra notes 102, 105, 115-16 and accompanying text.
120. See generally Merritt, supra note 15, at 238-39 ("Extensive research by psychologists and
educators convincingly demonstrates that these evaluations are biased. The biases, however, are not
simplistic ones based directly on race, gender, or other social categories." Many students derive their
biases from a professor's nonverbal behavior and other immutable characteristics).
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doctorate in education from Lancaster University. 12 1 Ramsden spent from
1984 to 2004 at the University of Sydney, where he created the Course
Experience Questionnaire (CEQ), an early SET model.22It was adopted in
the United Kingdom and Australia in the early 1990s. 1
Today, Australian institutions employ student evaluations of
teaching in two ways. 12 3 The first is to judge individual instructor's
teaching skills. These evaluations vary from one institution to the next
and often vary even within individual institutions. 124 For example,
between 2010 and 2014, Deakin University, an institution in Melbourne,
Victoria, employed a system known as Student Evaluation of Units and
12 5
Teachers ("SETU") to assess instructors' teaching skills each trimester.
In the second trimester of 2014, however, the university began employing
the "eVALUate survey,"' 12 6 which remains in use as of this writing.
Each trimester Deakin University students are asked to complete
eleven-question assessments about the quality of instruction they
received. 127 Using the five-point Likert scale, they must determine
whether they "Strongly Agree," "Agree" "Disagree," "Strongly
Disagree," or are "Unable to Judge" the statements:
The learning outcomes in this unit are clearly identified.
The learning experiences in this unit help me to achieve the learning
outcomes.
The learning resources in this unit help me to achieve the learning
outcomes.
The assessment tasks in this unit evaluate my achievement of the
learning outcomes.
121. See R. John Casey, Patricia Gentile & Stephen W. Bigger, Teaching Appraisal in Higher
Education:An Australian Perspective,34 HIGHER EDUC. 459, 460 (1997).
122. See id.at460.
123. See Reports on the Student Evaluation of Units and Teachers, DEAKIN UNIV., https://
apps.deakin.edu.au/evaluate/results/setu-index.php (last visited Nov. 18, 2019); Introducing
eVALUate at Deakin, DEAKIN UNIV., 1-https://www.deakin.edu.au/ data/assets/pdffile/0003
/224274/Introducing-eVALUate.pdf (last visited Nov. 18, 2019).
124. Introducing eVALUate at Deakin, supra note 123, at 1; Reports on the Student Evaluation
of Units and Teachers, supra note 123.
125. Reports on the Student Evaluation of Units and Teachers, supra note 123.
126. Introducing eVALUate at Deakin, supra note 123, at 3. At Deakin University, the
eVALUate survey is administered by the Strategic Intelligence and Planning Unit ("SIPU"), which,
among other things, produces an annual publication that highlights statistical data about the
university. The eVALUate survey is approved by the Academic Board, a group responsible for
various aspects of academic governance. Among the committees that the Academic Board oversees
is the Teaching and Learning Committee. It is charged with "considering reports from faculties,
institutes and other areas in relation to quality improvements in the teaching and learning
environment." See also Teaching andLearning Committee, DEAKIN UNV. (on file with author).
127. IntroducingeVALUate at Deakin, supranote 123, at 2.
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Feedback on my work in this unit helps me to- achieve the learning
,
outcomes...
The workload in this unit is appropriate to the achievement of the.
learning outcomes.
The quality of teaching in this unit helps me to achieve the leariiing
outcomes.
I am motivated to achieve the leaming outcomes in fhig unit.'
I make best use of the learning experiences in this unit.I think about how I can learn more effectively in this unit.
Overall, I am satisfied with this unit.128
Students are asked to complete the Survey ,toward the end of the
trimester and those who refrain are sent email reminders over the four or
five-week study period. 129 Students' surveys are confidential. They are
distributed to teaching staff only after final grades for -the class (entitled
unit at Deakin University) are submitted.
Similarly, at Macquarie University in Sydney, Australia, students are
asked to employ the Likert scale to SET questionnaires. 130 On these
evaluations, students must determine whether.'
This
This
This
This
This
This
This
This
This

teacher communicated well withthe class.
teacher explained concepts clearly.
teacher created a good environment for learning.
teacher stimulated me intellectually.
teacher treated students with respect.
teacher seemed helpful and approachable.
teacher made constructive suggestions for improving my work.
teacher engaged me in active learning.
teacher commented on my work in ways that helped me learn.1 31

Teachers are also permitted to include additional questions on their
132
teaching evaluations that are tailored to a specific aspect of teaching.
For a "[c]ollaborative and active learning" class, the permitted questions
are:

128. Id.
129. Evaluationof Teachingand Units Procedure,supranote 3.
130. MACQUARIE UNIVERSITY, Evaluation Surveys Types LET Survey questions (on file with
author) (listing different core questions to be included on student evaluations of teachers at the
university).
131. Id.
132. Id; MACQUARIE UNIVERSITY, Teaching Evaluations and TEDS, LET Optional Items (on
file with author) (listing groups of questions that teachers are permitted to add to their teaching
evaluations based on their method of teaching).
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This teacher
students.
This teacher
This teacher
This teacher

[Vol. 37:1

provided opportunities for active learning in this class.
taught in a way that required active collaboration between
facilitated my interaction with other students.
stimulated class discussion.
133
encouraged students to participate in class.

For a class involving "[b]lended learning," students are asked
whether:
This teacher effectively blended online and face-to-face teaching
methods.
This teacher effectively integrated the use of digital technology into
his/her teaching.
This teacher made effective use of online communication tools.
my learning.
This teacher used appropriate technology to enhance 134
This teacher structured the material in a logical way.
For tutorials and workshops, students are asked whether:
1. This teacher was well prepared for each class.
2. This teacher managed the tutorial/workshop group well.
to participate
students
teacher encouraged
3.
This
tutorials/workshops.
4. This teacher stimulated class discussion.
13 5
5. This teacher helped me to feel included in the class.

in

133. Id.
134. Id.
135. Id. Notably, other than the studies discussed previously, there does not appear to be public
information available about the methodology or validity of specific SETs used by Australian
universities. For example, the eVALUate system of SETs is used at several different institutions,
including Curtin University, Deakin University, and the University of Tasmania. Introducing
eVALUate at Deakin, supra note 123, at 2; see How eVALUate Works, UNIv. TASMANIA, https;//
(July 4,
www.utas.edu.au/curriculum-and-quality/student-surveys/evaluate/how-evaluate-works
2019); see also How eVALUate Works to Gather Student Feedback, CURTIN UNIV., https://
evaluate.curtin.edeu.au/info/howstudents.cfm (last visited Nov. 18, 2019). Yet, there is no
information on any university website explaining who, if anyone, owns and manages this system; how
it came to be used at a particular institution; how the questions are drafted and reviewed; and how the
SETs are used by the institutions. Due to the lack of transparency surrounding the implementation of
the SETs across Australian institutions, and the few studies available that specifically address SETs
in Australia, there is no reason to believe that SETs in Australia have any greater validity in Australia
than in any other country studied. Further, the lack of transparency raises significant questions about
not only the validity of the modeling and data usage, but also the potential risks of outsourcing student
evaluations to a for-profit company.
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In addition to employing traditional SETs, Australian university
students are also asked to evaluate their instructors as a part of data
collection used in application for national funding. Australia began
collecting data on students' experiences in institutions of higher learning
in 1993. That year, the country began to administer Ramsden's Course
Experience Questionnaire to students across the nation. 136 Over the next
quarter century, the survey was expanded and its name changed on several
occasions.137
Today, Australia's Department of Education and Training funds a
nationwide comprehensive survey of students known as the Student
Experience Survey (SES). Each July or August, a sample set of first year
students and upper-level students are sent an email with a link to the SES
online survey. 13 8 The SES incorporates data gleaned from students at all
forty-one Australian universities as well as from non-university higher
education institutions such as technical, theological, and management
colleges. The student response rate is below fifty percent for universities
13 9
and above fifty for other institutions.
The SES is a part of the Quality Indicators for Learning and Teaching
initiative, known by the acronym QILT; the SES "is funded by the
Australian Government Department of Education. 140 The SES, which is
administered by an independent research company, asks students to report
on six "focus areas:" "skills development," "learner engagement,"
"teaching quality," "student support," "overall quality of educational
experience," and "learning resources."' 14 1
B. Use of SETs and SES Evaluationsby AustralianInstitutions
Despite the aforementioned problems with SET and SES as measures
of instructor quality or student learning, the surveys are used as litmus
tests for both individual hiring and promotion decisions by universities,
as well as major financial decisions by the federal government. This
136.
137.

See Harris & James, supra note 46, at 103.
See BARRIE ET AL., supra note 7, at 11-12.

138.

See JAMES COOK UNIV., supra note 3.

139. 2018 Student Experience Survey National Report, QILT viii (Apr. 2019), https://
www.qilt.edu.au/docs/default-source/ses/ses2018/2018-ses-nationalreport75e58791ble86477b58fff00006709da.pdfsfvrsn=d733e33c_4. In contrast to University SETs,
there is some data available for the SES process. Id.
140. See Student Experience, QILT, https://www.qilt.edu.au/about-this-site/student-experience
(last visited Nov. 18 2019).
141.

Id.
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reality has serious implications both for individual instructors in
Australian institutions of higher learning and for the institutions' funding
from the Australian government.
A survey of tertiary educational institutions in the greater Melbourne
area indicates that the overwhelming majority of universities use SETs to
assess individual scholars. At the University of Melbourne, for example,
SET results are used as a measure of an individual academic's "quality
and impact," one of the three "Academic Career Benchmark &
Indicators," which are the school's "framework" for evaluating
academics' productivity. 14 2 Likewise, at RMIT University in 2017,
academic promotions criteria were divided into teaching, research and
scholarship, and leadership. The first criterion required applicants for
promotion to show "evidence of strong and sustained performance in
143 At Victoria
student outcomes, student experience and feedback.,
University, academics are promoted based on learning and teaching,
research, and service. 144 The school's Learning and Teaching Policy
notes that student learning outcomes and capabilities are validated, in part,
145
At Monash University, academics
through student survey evidence.
must provide their student evaluation surveys as a part of the application
for promotion. 14 6 There, SETs are meant to provide evidence of teaching
excellence - that is, promotions require evidence of criterion 6 (teaching
surveys. 147
skills) - this can be demonstrated through student evaluation
And, at Deakin University, academics' performances are evaluated in part
on their teaching. Deakin University's policy asserts that "the [t]eaching
[s]taff, their [evaluation team] and Heads of School/Department will use
student evaluations data to identify and implement improvements to the
142.

Academic CareerBenchmarks & Indicators, UNIV. MELBOURNE (Jan. 2, 2019), https://

about.unimelb.edu.au/
indicators.pdf.

data/assets/pdf file/0012/50016/academic-career-benchmarks-

143. Belinda Tynan, Academic Promotion 2017, RMIT U. (May 2017), http://mams.rmit.edu.au
/7almj3ajwnj9.pdf.
144. Higher Education Academic Promotions Procedure, VICTORIA UNIV. § 6 (15), https://
024
(last visited Nov. 18, 2019).
policy.vu.edu.au/view.current.php?id=00
145. Learning and Teaching Quality and Standards Policy, VICTORIA UNIV., https://
32 8
(last visited Nov. 18, 2019); Learning and Teaching
policy.vu.edu.au/document/view.php?id=
https://policy.vu.edu.au
4,
UNIV.
Standards Framework, VICTORIA
and
Quality
=
/download.php?id 175&version=5&associated (last visited Nov. 18, 2019).
146. Academic Promotion. Level C- E Procedure, MONASH UNIV. 7 https://www.monash.edu/
_data/assets/pdf file/0020/783002/Academic-Promotion-level-C-E.pdf (last visited Nov. 18, 2019);
Academic Promotion: Level B Procedure, MONASH UNIV. 2-3 (Dec. 10, 2018), https://

www.monash.edu/
147.

data/assets/pdffile/0005/799349/Academic-promotion-Level-B.pdf.

Learning and Teaching Criteria, MONASH UNIV., https://www.monash.edu/_data/assets

/pdf file/0011/1743392/Learning-and-Teaching-criteria-sources-and-forms-of-evidence.pdf
visited Nov. 18, 2019).
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quality of teaching and to recogni[z]e and.reward high performance. and
achievements."' 14 8 Deakin University also uses, student teaching
evaluations as criteria in promotions. Accordingt Deakin's website,
"Teacher evaluation outcomes inform staff probation and performance
reviews, teaching awards and promotions processes.i'1 4 9: This institution
requires submission of SETs for promotions applications. As set out in
the 2019 promotions materials, an academic applying for promotion- must
include teaching evaluations for the last two years, and, a two-hundredword response to the Teacher Satisfaction Report produced by
0
eVALUate.'15
Respective institutions' use of the SETs mirror, the federal
government's use of SES in so far,as the Australian government makes
funding decisions according to the scores generated by the surveys.
Beginning in 2018, seven and a half percent of universities'
Commonwealth Grants became contingent on SES outcomes.15 1 The SES
questions are more limited than those of individual university SETs.
However, as the empirical data demonstrates, student evaluation of
teaching is biased in favor of white male instructors. When federal
funding is tied directly to measures using biased student evaluations,
universities have a direct financial incentive to perpetuate institutional
sexism (and racism); the higher a respective university's SES score, the
more funds they can receive. All other things being equal, students give
higher scores to white male instructors, -making them- more desirable
candidates, more likely to be hired, retained, and promoted. At the same
time, universities are discouraged from hiring women (and other non-cisgendered, non-white individuals), because, all other things being equal,
they receive lower SES scores. Thus, not only willindividual instructors
face discrimination, but the institutional system is likely to perpetuate this
bias in employment practices.

148. Evaluation of Teaching and Units Procedure,supranote 3.
149. What Are The eVALUate Responses Used For?, DEAKIN UNIV., https://
deakin.intelliresponse.com
/?requestType=NormalRequest&source=3&id= 844&question=What+are+tb+eVALUate+respons
es+used+for (last visited Nov. 18, 2019).
150. 2019 Academic Promotion Guidelines, DEAKIN UNIV. (Mar. 25, 2019), https://
blogs.deakin.edu.au/staff-development-hub/wp-content/uploads/sites/2572019/03/2019_aca-promguidelines.pdf (last visited Nov. 18, 2019).
151. AUsTL. GoV'T, supra note 10, at 27.
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III. LEGAL ANALYSIS

Despite the fact that four decades of scholarship has illuminated
various ways in which SETs are biased against academics who are
women, people of color, gender non-conforming people, and other noncis males, Australian universities continue to employ SETs for hiring,
retention, and promotion purposes. Yet, doing so violates Australian state
and federal laws, which prohibit discrimination on the basis of sex, among
other immutable protected personal characteristics. Australia has four key
pieces of federal anti-discrimination legislation: the Racial
Discrimination Act, the Sex Discrimination Act, the Disability
15 2 For the purposes
DiscriminationAct, and the Age DiscriminationAct.
of this article, our evaluation focuses on how universities use of SETs
violate the Sex DiscriminationAct, but it is worth noting that the same
conclusion likely results from analysis of SET within the context of all
There is also general antifour federal anti-discrimination laws.
discrimination legislation specific to each state and territory. In Victoria,
workplaces including universities also must comply with the Equal
Opportunity Act 2010.153 Using SET data also violates these laws.
Finally, in addition to violating both the Sex DiscriminationAct as well as
state and territory-based anti-discrimination laws, universities' use of SET
scores for personnel decisions also likely violates the Workplace Gender
Equality Act 2012.154
A.

Sex DiscriminationAct (1984)

Australia's Sex DiscriminationAct prohibits discrimination against a
person because of their sex, gender identity, intersex status, sexual
orientation, marital or relationship status, family responsibilities, and
other reasons. The scope of the act seeks to eliminate, so far as is possible,
of sex in the area of
discrimination against persons on the grounds
155
promotion.
and
hiring
employment, including
Under the Sex Discrimination Act, an alleged discriminator
discriminates against another person on the grounds of the protected
152. Age DiscriminationAct 2004 (Cth) (Austl.); Disability DiscriminationAct 1992 (Cth)
(Austl.); Sex DiscriminationAct 1984 (Cth); RacialDiscriminationAct 1975 (ACT) (Austl.).
153. See Equal OpportunityAct 2010 (Vic) (Austi.).
154. See Workplace Gender EqualityAct 2012 (Cth) (Austl.).
155. See Sex DiscriminationAct 1984 (Cth) pt I (Austl.); see also Australian Iron & Steel Pty
Ltd v Banovic (1989) 168 CLR 165. The issues discussed are not covered by any exemption in the
statute.
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attribute if the discriminator imposes or proposes a condition,
requirement, or practice that has, or is likely to have the effect of
disadvantaging persons with the relevant protected attribute. Indirect
discrimination is not deemed to occur when the condition, requirement, or
practice is reasonable in the circumstances. 156
Sex discrimination can occur as both direct discrimination and
indirect discrimination. Direct discrimination is generally when a person
is treated less favorably than another person due to their gender. 157
Indirect discrimination occurs when an employer places conditions,
requirements or practices, which appear to treat both genders equally, but
actually disadvantage certain protected classes, in this instance,
8
15

women.

Specifically, direct discrimination, under the Sex Discrimination
Act, occurs when a person is treated less favorably than another person
due to an immutable characteristic such as their sex, age, race, or ability,
all of which constitute protected attributes. 159 To successfully bring a
claim on the grounds of direct discrimination, plaintiffs must show that
they have endured differential treatment and show that their respective
protected characteristic was the basis for, or caused, such treatment. 160 To
prove differential treatment, a person must demonstrate that they were
treated less favorably than a person without the protected attribute and
that the reason for such treatment was the protected attribute. 16 1 To prove
causation, the "true basis" or "real reason" for the act of the alleged
162
discriminator must be determined.

156. Equal Opportunity Act 2010 pt 2 s 9 (Vic) (Aust.); Fair Work Act 2009 (Cth) ch 5 s 578
(Austl.) (describing more general anti-discrimination protections that can also be found relevant for
purposes of this article. These protected characteristics include race, color, sex, sexual orientation,
age, physical disability, national extraction, or social origin.); Age DiscriminationAct 2004 (Cth) pt
3 ss 15 (Austl.); Sex DiscriminationAct 1984 (Cth) pt I s 5 (Austl.); see Racial DiscriminationAct
1975 (Cth) pt 2 s 9 (Austl.).
157. Sex DiscriminationAct 1984 (Cth) pt I s 5 (Austl.).
158. Id.; see also Sex Discrimination,AUSTL. HUMAN RIGHTS COMM'N (Feb. 11, 2015), https://
www.humanrights.gov.au/employers/good-practice-good-business-factsheets/sex-discrinination.
159. Sex DiscriminationAct 1984 (Cth) pt Is5 (Austl.); AUSTL. HUMAN RIGHTS COMM'N, supra
note 158.
160. See Purvis v New South Wales Dep 't ofEduc & Training (2003) 62 HCA 1, 48 (Austl.).
161. Id. at 10. However, there are slight differences in the various statutes, both in the
Commonwealth and at a state level. Fors example, Victoria's Equal Opportunity Act uses the term
unfavourable treatment. Equal OpportunityAct 2010 (Vic) pt 2 s 8 (Austl.). On the other hand, the
Commonwealth's Racial Discrimination Act refers to discriminations as acts involving "a distinction,
exclusion, restriction or preference" which nullify equality. Racial DiscriminationAct 1975 (Cth) pt
II s 9 (Austl).
162. See Purvis v New South Wales Dep't of Educ & Training (2003) 62 HCA 1, 48 (Austl.)
(discussing disability of student in public education); see also Choi v Deloitte Touche Tomatsu (2016)
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Indirect discrimination occurs when an employer places conditions,
requirements, or practices which appear to treat both classes of people
(such as men and women) equally, but actually disadvantage certain
16 3
Indirect discrimination is
protected classes (in this instance, women).
described differently in each of the legislative anti-discrimination acts in
Australia; 164 nevertheless, in general, it denotes a circumstance in which
a rule or policy appears on its face to be neutral, applying equally to all
has a disproportionate impact
employees, but, in reality, disadvantages or
16 5
characteristic.
on people with a protected
Indirect discrimination can be lawful when the particular
requirement or condition is deemed to be reasonable in light of the
circumstances. 166 Whether the requirement is reasonable becomes a
167 The test is
question of fact and all circumstances must be considered.
168 In most instances, the party asserting that the indirect
one of objectivity.
discrimination was reasonable bears the burden of demonstrating
reasonableness. 16 9 Each federal act relating to discrimination provides
to consider when determining whether an action is
specific factors
0
reasonable. 17
Applying the above legal test, use of SETs for any type of hiring or
promotions should be found to be a discriminatory action because SETs
171 As shown through
exemplify an instance of indirect discrimination.
research, academics who are not white males receive statistically lower

NSWCATAD 304 (regarding a plaintiff treated less favorably by the employer based on health
disability) (Austl.).
163. Sex DiscriminationAct 1984 (Cth) pt Is 5 (Austl.); AusT. HUMAN RIGHTS COMM'N, supra
note 158.
164. See Age DiscriminationAct 2004 (Cth) pt 3 s 15 (Austl.); Disability DiscriminationAct
1992 (Cth) pt I s 6 (Austl.).
165. For example, Australia's Racial Discrimination Act provides that indirect discrimination
occurs when an act nullifies or impairs equality. Racial DiscriminationAct 1975 (Cth) pt II s 9
(Austl.).
166. Sex DiscriminationAct 1984 (Cth) pt I s 5 (Austl.).
167. Id.ptIs7B.
168. Margaret Thornton, The PoliticalContingency of Sex DiscriminationLegislation:The Case
ofAustralia, 4 LAWS 314, 321 (2015).
169. Sex DiscriminationAct 1984 (Cth) pt I s 7C (Atistl.).
170. Age DiscriminationAct 2004 (Cth) pt 4 div 2 s 18 (Austl.); DisabilityDiscriminationAct
1992 (Cth) pt 2 div 1 s 21A (Austl.); Sex DiscriminationAct 1984 (Cth) pt I s 7B (Austl.); see Racial
DiscriminationAct 1975 (Cth) pt 2A s 18D (Austl.).
171. See generally Age Discrimination Act 2004 (Cth) pt 3 ss 14-15 (Austl.); Disability
DiscriminationAct 1992 (Cth) pt 1 ss 5, 6 (Austl.); Sex DiscriminationAct 1984 (Cth) pt Is 5 (Austl.);
Racial DiscriminationAct 1975 (Cth) pt II s 15 (Austl.). Each statute has a definition of indirect
discrimination and since SETs are inherently indirect discrimination, they should be found to be
actionable.
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scores than white male academics. 172 Along the same vein, statistically,
women are subject to significant bias in student evaluations. 173 Use of
such evaluations in hiring and promotions, without acknowledging or
mitigating that bias, imposes a condition, requirement, or practice that
does, or is likely to have the effect of disadvantaging persons with the
relevant protected attribute as set out in the Sex Discrimination Act
1984.174 Use of those biased student 'evaluations for employment
purposes, while not- discriminatory on its face, is indirectly
discriminatory. 175
I
.
. As indirect discrimination can be lawful when the particular
requirement or condition is deemed to be reasonable in light of the
circumstances, we now turn to whether use of SETs. meets the
176
reasonableness test.
To determine whether an act of indirect discrimination was
reasonable is a factual test. There are three matters to be considered:
(a) the nature and extent of the disadvantage resulting from the
imposition, or proposed imposition, of the condition, requirement or
practice; and
(b) the feasibility of overcoming or mitigating the disadvantage; and
(c) whether the disadvantage is proportionate to the result sought by the
person who imposes,
or proposes to impose, the condition, requirement
17 7
or practice.
First, one must consider the nature and extent of the disadvantage
resulting from the use of the SET for promotions and tenure of academics.
Extensive data, discussed above, indicates that women, people of color,
and gender non-conformists are disadvantaged vis-A-vis their white male
colleagues in student surveys due to gender and other forms of unlawful
bias. 17 8 The extent of such discrimination has been documented in
empirical research analyzing hundreds of thousands of student surveys in
Australia and across the globe. 179 Use of such biased surveys directly
172. See Deo, supra note 16, at 15.
173. See Basow & Silberg, supra note 13, at 308.
174. See generally Sex DiscriminationAct 1984 (Cth) pt I s 5 (AustI.) (defining unlawful sex
discrimination).
175. Id.
176. See id.
177. See Stella Tarrant,Reasonableness in the Sex DiscriminationAct: No Package Deals, 19
U. TAS. L. REV.38, 40 (Austl.) (2000).
178. See supra Introduction, I.
179. See Hamermesh & Parker, supra note 15, at 375; Merritt, supra note 15, at 236; Boring,
supra note 65, at 35.
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disadvantage gender non-conforming and female academics by showing
teaching qualifications of certain academics to be significantly lower than
180 Not
white male academics, even when their skill sets are the same.
only will use of this survey data directly disadvantage a female academic
as compared to an equally talented male academic, but, additionally, those
female instructors who excel at teaching will not be able to successfully
demonstrate their higher level of skill. As demonstrated through extensive
studies, the nature of the discrimination in instructor evaluations is
problematic, yet there is no mechanism to acknowledge this bias for
employment purposes. 181 Because bias is both endemic to SETs and not
yet raised as an issue within university hiring and promotion practices, the
discrimination occurs across all employment decisions made by university
hiring panels.

182

The second question relating to whether use of SETs is reasonable is
to consider the feasibility of overcoming or mitigating the disadvantage.
We consider three issues relating to feasibility. First, whether women or
other disadvantaged groups can change their behavior to overcome or
mitigate the disadvantage. Studies indicate that it is unlikely that
academics can mitigate against biases triggered by immutable
183 Instead, the data demonstrates the
characteristics such as race and sex.
184
endemic bias against women across extensive SET research.
Second, can the surveys themselves avoid inherent bias? Many
researchers have reviewed whether SETs can be drafted and used without
5
inclusion of bias in favor of white male academics. 18 We find no studies
that have demonstrated a set of questions that is able to eliminate bias in
these evaluations. As noted earlier in the article, the data sets themselves
are often not reliable - they use small samples, voluntary participation,
and poorly drafted questions. Further, those tasked with use of the data

180. Merritt, supra note 15, at 236.
181. See generallyMengel et al., supra note 17, at 537 (describing how discrimination in student
evaluations transcends just teaching and also affects evaluations of learning materials used in class.).
182. See id.
183. See generally Boring, supra note 65, at 35-36 (stating that the only difference between
female or other minority instructors and their white male counterparts were their immutable physical
characteristics and not teaching style or ability). As part of this consideration, we do believe that
universities can be mindful of the inherent biases in the surveys and can provide extensive education
to students about bias both generally and within the surveys. This education will assist in alleviating
long-term bias but is unlikely to immediately eliminate bias in student surveys. We urge further
research on the efficacy of this model. See also Hamermesh & Parker, supra note 15, at 375; Merritt,
supra note 15, at 272.
184. See Basow & Silberg, supra note 13, at 308; Bennett, supra note 14, at 177-78.
185. See supra Introduction, 1.
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may not be trained in the bias and reliability of the data. Finally,
multiple
186
studies showed that bias has been impossible to eliminate.
Third, whether discontinuing the use of the studies for employment
purposes is a feasible option for overcoming the disadvantage.
Eliminating SET data from employment considerations is feasible, as
there are other ways to determine the qualifications of academic
candidates for hiring and promotions. 187 Focusing on teaching, we argue
it is feasible to use other methods to reliably assess teaching expertise and
18 8
quality, such as peer evaluation, teaching portfolios, and other methods.
Peer evaluation and teaching portfolios are key methods used for
assessing teaching methods in primary and secondary schools systems in
Australia, as well as other jurisdictions. 189 Merely because the student
evaluations of teaching are available and low-cost from a university
perspective is insufficient justification for their use in making personnel
190
decisions.
We do not argue that SETs have no purpose. We assume, for
purposes of this article, that there is an advantage in gathering the opinions
of students as students are most affected by teaching practices in a
university and are properly involved in the governance and practices of
their institution. We do not disagree that information gathered in SETs
can reveal certain types of information about teaching practices and
enable opportunities for improvement in classroom activities and teaching
186. See David A. M. Peterson et al., Mitigating Gender Bias in Student Evaluations of
Teaching, PLOSONE 8 (May 15, 2019), https://joumals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371
/joumal.pone.0216241 ("Further research is needed to determine the most effective way to mitigate
gender bias in SET on a large scale.").
187. JANET CLINTON ET AL., TEACHER EFFECTIVENESS SYSTEMS, FRAMEWORKS AND
MEASURES: A REVIEW 135-44 (Univ. Melbourne, 2017), (Jan. 19, 2017), https://
docs.education.gov.au/system/files/doc/other/teachereffectrpt2017.pdf(Austl.); see also James Lang,
We Don't Trust Course Evaluations, but Are Peer Observations of Teaching Much Better?,
CHRONICLEVITAE (June 10, 2019), https://chroniclevitae.com/news/2209-we-don-t-trust-courseof a
the use
(explaining
evaluations-but-are-peer-observations-of-teaching-much-better
comprehensive system to evaluate a professor's performance, without relying heavily on course
evaluations).
188. See CLINTON ET AL., supra note 187, at 1. Many of these evaluation methods are noted as
part of the evaluation process for promotion in the Australian universities previously discussed. As
there are many evaluation methods available, removal of one biased, poorly designed, and
implemented method should be of little concern. In 2017, the University of Melbourne produced a
government-funded study of education, specifically reviewing teacher effectiveness systems,
frameworks, and measures. The study suggests methods for analyzing the proficiency of Australian
licensed educators, and it encourages the use of measures that are "valid, reliable, consistent over
time, and unbiased." Id. at 3.
189. See id. at 32-33, 37, 53-54, 61.
190. See Lang, supra note 187, at 2 ("We consider a mix of evidence and don't rely too heavily
on course evaluations.").
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materials, among other benefits. Instead, we note that the use of SET data
as a proxy for quality teaching in making employment decisions is
discriminatory, and there is no evidence that there is a feasible method 19to1
eliminate the bias in the SET data when used for employment purposes.
Finally, we look to whether the disadvantage to academics who are
not white males is proportionate to the result sought by the university
using the student surveys. Suffice it to say, research and empirical
evidence show that student evaluations are, in fact, not tied to the quality
of teaching that would affect student learning. 192 A recent study from
Australia, which reviewed large amounts of metadata, indicated no
correlation between SET and student learning; students do not learn more
from professors with higher SET ratings. 193 Thus, it cannot be argued that
the use of SET is reasonable as a measurement of whether a professor is
advancing student learning. 194 There is, therefore, no pedagogical
195
advantage to the University using the SETs in employment decisions.
The disadvantage to those academics who are not male is
disproportionately high with no indication that mitigation of the bias is
possible. The data indicates bias in almost every study; one study
identified a bias of more than twenty percent in favor of white male
instructors when evaluated by male students and a bias of over eight
percent in evaluations by female students. 196 There is currently no simple
method to eliminate gender bias from SETs, nor are there any attempts by
universities or other entities to categorically adjust data to account for
such discrimination, and no indication that higher SET results correlate to
quality teaching. 19 7 Thus, white male academics receive unearned
191. See Peterson et al., supra note 186, at 1 ("Despite the growth in attempts to document gender
biases in SET, there are few effective evidence-based tools for mitigating these biases.").
192. Colleen Flaherty, Zero CorrelationBetween Evaluations andLearning, INSIDE HIGHER ED
(Sept. 21, 2016), https://www.insidehighered.com/news/2016/09/21/new-study-could-be-anothernail-coffin-validity-student-evaluations-teaching; Uttl et al., supra note 5, at 24.
193. See generally Fan et al., supra note 61, at 14 (noting that "due to the magnitude of []
potential biases, the SET scores are likely to be flawed as a measure of teaching performance); Uttl
et al., supra note 5, at 40.
194. See Zero CorrelationBetween Evaluations and Learning,supra note 192 (suggesting that
institutions "may want to abandon SET ratings as a measure of faculty's teaching effectiveness"); Uttl
et al., supra note 5, at 24 ("[T]he correlation between SET and learning was only .33 when correlations
reported in the primary studies were averaged regardless of the sample size and only .13 when they
were weighted by the sample size.").
195. See generally Zero Correlation Between Evaluations and Learning, supra note 192
(mentioning that studies have found that there is no pedagogical advantage of using SETs because
they are not a reasonable measurements of student learning).
196. Mengel et al., supra note 17, at 536.
197. See Colleen Flaherty, Teaching Evals: Bias and Tenue, INSIDE HIGHER ED (May 20, 2019),
https://www.insidehighered.com/news/2019/05/20/fighting-gender-bias-student-evaluations-
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benefits in comparison to other academics .even though there is no
evidence that such benefits actually reward teaching expertise.1 9 8 Said
another way, female academics are disadvantaged in employment with no
corresponding benefit to the employer's ability to identify. and reward
higher teaching quality.1 99
Additionally, as previously mentioned, SETs are flawed in both
design and implementation. Criticisms of the use of SETs for purposes of
tenure and promotion include: evidence that both measurement and
analysis by staff are flawed, the students are tasked with evaluation
outside their own knowledge, response rates provide flawed data, and
student responses relating to learning are driven by many uncontrolled
factors. 20 0 In sum, the use of SETs for hiring, retention, and promotion
decisions is unreasonable because of the uncontrollable bias in the design
and implementation of SETs, in the flawed data they generate, and failure
to tie student learning to instructor quality. 20 1 We argue that any claim of
reasonableness by a university to use SETs in the current- form is not
proportionate to the result sought by the university in using-biased and
flawed student surveys for employment purposes.
The authors could find no other Australian legal analysis relating to
the use of student evaluation of teaching surveys in an employment
context generally or promotion and tenure processes specifically. Further,
we fird little other case analysis that would be relevant to such a claim.
To date, the authors could find only one legal decision relevant to the use
of SETs in the promotion and tenure context. 20 2 In 2018, a Canadian
arbitration decision mandated Ryerson University to ensure that SETs
"are not used to measure teaching effectiveness for promotion and
tenure." 20 3 The arbitration decision acknowledges the usefulness of SET
data for purposes relating to students' educational experience and class
management. The arbitration decision, however, notes that the
"evaluation of teaching effectiveness for purposes of tenure and
promotion is so important - to both the faculty member and the University
- that it has to be done right. Tenure and promotion decisions need to be

teaching-and-tenures-effect-instruction ("[L]ong-term reductions in student biases are beyond a
simple intervention"); see also Mengel et al., supra note 17, at 564 (noting that "teaching evaluations
are usually not corrected for possible gender bias"); see supraSection III.A.
198. Mengel et al., supra note 17, at 543, 553.
199. Id.
200. See Hornstein, supra note 1, at 2-4.
201. Id. at 2-5.
202. See Farr,supra note 23.
203. Id.
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made on the best possible evidence." 20 4 The arbitration decision then
notes that SETs are "easy to administer and have an air of objectivity,"
yet "upon careful examination, serious and inherent limitations in SET's
become apparent., 20 5 The arbitration decision notes that evidence
demonstrates that personal characteristics including "race, gender, accent,
and that it is "almost
age, and 'attractiveness' skew [the] SET results,"
20 6
impossible" to adjust for bias and stereotypes.
The arbitration acknowledges that teaching evaluations have
usefulness, yet they provide no relevant information about teaching
effectiveness and are subject to bias. 20 7 The arbitration decision notes that
the "gold standard for measuring teaching effectiveness" is through
assessment of an extensive "teaching dossier and in-class peer
evaluations. "208
While the arbitration decision is not precedential in Australia, it is
useful to note the decisionmaker's analysis relating to a challenge of using
student surveys for employment related purposes. 20 9 The factual findings
2 10
parallel the arguments raised in the empirical studies and this paper.
The arbitrator notes that SETs appear to have the "air of objectivity"
making that SET data appear legitimate and useful for a variety of
purposes. 2 11 It is this invidious nature of the SET data that highlights the
damage of indirect discrimination on employees in their retention and
promotion opportunities, which also affects earning power. 2 12 All in all,
the use of SETs for employment purposes does not comport with
Australian anti-discrimination legislation.

204. Ryerson Univ. v. Ryerson Faculty Ass'n (2018), 58446 CanLII 2, 4 (Can. Ont. L.A.),
https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onla/doc/2018/2018canlii58446/2018canlii58446.html.
205. Id. at 5.
206. Id. at 6. In this arbitration decision, the university in question also averages certain results
leading to inequities of comparison across courses. Id. at 2-3.
207. Id. at 5.
208. See id at 8; see also Farr, supra note 23 ("Peer evaluations and teaching dossiers, for
instance, have been shown to be more reliable as indicators of teaching effectiveness than SETs.").
209. See generally Ryerson Univ., 58446 CanLII at 11 (arbitrating a challenge against the
University's use of student surveys for "assessing teaching effectiveness" and making tenure
decisions).
210. See id. ("According to the evidence, which was largely uncontested, and which came in the
form of expert testimony and peer reviewed publications, numerous factors, especially personal
characteristics," such as, but not limited to "race, gender, accent, age and 'attractiveness' skew SET
results. It is almost impossible to adjust for bias and stereotypes.").
211. Id. at 5.
212. See id. at 2 (discussing the strong biases in Faculty Course Surveys that are used "for
employment related decisions such as promotion and tenure").
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B.

Victoria's Equal OpportunityAct (2010)

Australian universities' use of SETs for hiring, retention, and
promotion decisions conflicts with state government initiatives to create
equitable circumstances for men and women in the workplace. 2 13 In
Victoria, for example, the use of SETs conflicts with the operation of the
Equal OpportunityAct (2010).214 This law bans discrimination based on
immutable personal characteristics mentioned above and aims to identify
and eliminate the sources of discrimination, including sex
2 15
discrimination.
The legal analysis required to show a violation of Victoria's Equal
Opportunity Act (2010) in cases of sex discrimination is nearly identical
to that involved with showing indirect discrimination under the Sex
DiscriminationAct (1984).216
While all Australian states and territories have equal ,opportunity
laws and anti-discrimination agencies charged with overseeing their
implementation, Victoria's is the broadest in that it prohibits the greatest
variety of discrimination. 2 17 Accordingly, in Victoria, the operation of the
213. See Equal Opportunity Act 2010 (Vic) pt1 s 1 (stating the purpose of the act is to "extend
the law relating to equal opportunity and protection against discrimination .. ") (Austi.).
214. Id.
215. Id. s 7(2)(c) (defining discrimination as "discrimination on the basis of an attribute includes
discrimination on the basis of a characteristic that is generally imputed to a person with that
attribute").
216. Sex DiscriminationAct (1984) (Cth) pt I s 50(1) (describing how to lodge complaints with
the Human Rights Commission); see also Make a Complaint, VICT. EQUAL OPPORTUNITY AND
HUMAN RIGHTS COMM'N, https://www.humanrightscommission.vic.gov.au/discrimination/makinga-complaint (last visited Nov. 18, 2019) (bringing a complaint requires filling out a form and lodging
it with the Victorian Equal Opportunity and Human Rights Commission, the organization identified
in the statute as responsible for overseeing complaints pertaining to discrimination and sexual
harassment) (Austl.).
217. Compare Types ofDiscrimination,VICT. EQUAL OPPORTUNITY HUMAN RIGHTS COMM'N,
https://www.humanrightscommission.vic.gov.au/discrimination/discrimination/types-ofdiscrimination (last visited Nov. 18, 2019) (prohibiting discrimination in Victoria based on certain
characteristics) (Austl.), with Discrimination,ANTI-DISCRIMINATION BD. OF N.S.W. (Austl.) https://
www.antidiscrimination.justice.nsw.gov.au/Pages/adb 1_antidiscriminationlaw/adb 1 aboutdiscrimination.aspx (last visited Nov. 18, 2019) (prohibiting discrimination based on certain
characteristics in New South Wales) (Austl.), and Grounds of Discrimination,GOV'T OF W. AUSTL.
DEP'T OF MINES, INDUS. REGULATION AND SAFETY, https://www.commerce.wa.gov.au/books/incguide-incorporated-associations-westem-australia/grounds-discrimination
(last visited Nov. 18,
2019) (prohibiting discrimination based on certain characteristics in Western Australia) (Austl.), and
Equal Opportunity Act, EQUAL OPPORTUNITY COMM'N, https://eoc.sa.gov.au/resources
/discrimination-laws/south-australian-laws/equal-opportunity-act
(last visited Nov. 18, 2019)
(prohibiting discrimination in South Australia based on certain characteristics) (Austl.), and Equity
and Rights in Society, HOBART CMTY. LEGAL SERV. INC., https://www.hobartlegal.org.au/handbook
/rights-disability-and-access/discrimination/discrimination-in-employment/
(last visited Nov. 18,
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Equal OpportunityAct (2010) also suggests that universities' use of SETs
is unlawful because SETs frequently involve judgments of instructors'
appearances, and SETs have been2 18 shown to discriminate against
individuals perceived as unattractive.
In addition to prohibiting discrimination, the Equal OpportunityAct
imposes an affirmative duty on employers to create environments that
give rise to similar chances for workers of all genders, races, ethnicities,
religions, and sexual orientations to thrive. 2 19 Accordingly, universityemployers ought to be taking account of the fact that SETs are widely
demonstrated to be problematic because they involve unlawfully
discriminatory judgments. 220 Universities' duty to proactively prevent
discrimination requires eliminating SETs as a factor in assessing
individual academics' career potential or achievements. 22 1 Moreover,
to negate the cumulative
Australian universities ought to be actively trying222
effects of the bias generated by the use of SETs.
C. Workplace Gender EqualityAct
In addition to constituting unlawful discrimination under the Sex
Discrimination Act and state equal opportunity laws, the use of SETs by
universities for hiring, retention, and promotion decisions also conflicts
with the aims of the Workplace Gender Equality Act.2 2 3 The Australian
Parliament passed this law in 2012.224 Its objectives include "promot[ing]
2019) (describing an act promulgated by the Commonwealth prohibiting discrimination based on
certain characteristics) (Austl.), and Discrimination and Your Rights, QUEENSL. GOV'T, https://
(last
www.qld.gov.au/law/your-rights/discrimination-and-equality/discrimination-and-your-rights
visited Nov. 18, 2019) (mentioning the prohibition of discrimination based on certain characteristics
in Queensland) (Austl.).
218. See Liu etal., supra note 54; Alison Garden, Students, Don't Rate Me on My Appearance
but on My Teaching, THE GUARDIAN (Apr. 21, 2015), https://www.theguardian.com/higherSee
education-network/2015/apr/21/students-dont-rate-me-on-my-appearance-but-on-my-teaching.
generally RATE MY PROFESSORS, https://www.ratemyprofessors.com (last visited Nov. 18, 2019).
219. See Equal OpportunityAct (2010) (Vic.) pt Is 4 (Austl.) (defining race, ethnicity, religion,
and sexual orientation).
220. See Ronald Cordero, Surveys of Student Opinion: Portalfor Prejudice?, AM. ASS'N UNIV.
(last visited
PROFESSORS, https://www.aaup.org/article/surveys-student-opinion-portal-prejudice
Nov. 18, 2019).
221. See id.
(mentioning that the use of SETs may result in disparate-impact discrimination, thus
constituting an unlawful act if not addressed properly).
222. See, e.g., id.(noting that placing more weight on peer reviews, which, unlike SETs, are
neither anonymous nor mathematically averaged, may be a simple way to protect against the inherent
discriminatory biases of SETs).
223. Workplace Gender Equality Act 2012 (Cth) pt I s 2A (Austl.) (stating that the purpose of
the Act is to promote gender equality and eliminate discrimination the workplace).
224. Id.
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and improv[ing] gender equality (including equal remuneration between
women and men) in employment and in the workplace," assisting
"employers to remove barriers to the full and equal participation of
women in the workforce," and "promot[ing], amongst employers, the
on the basis of gender in. relation to
elimination of discrimination
225
employment matters."
Among other things, the law obliges "relevant employers," including
"registered higher education provider[s]" to submit annual reports with
information about a variety of "equality indicators." 2 26 These indicators
include the "gender composition of the workforce," "the gender
composition of governing bodies" in that workplace, the remuneration
offered to employees, information pertaining to the "availability and
utility of employment terms, conditions and practices relating to flexible
working arrangements for employees and to working. arrangements
supporting employees with family or caring responsibilities,?' and other
matters. 227 The demands placed on universities by the Workplace Gender
Equality Act reflect the presumption that transparency about workplace
22 8
behaviors and practices will lead to the elimination of inequalities.
The law also created a statutory agency known as the Workplace
Gender Equality Agency to oversee its implementation. 229 The director
of this agency is appointed by the Governor-General of the
Commonwealth of Australia, a post that is occupied by an individual
"appointed by the Crown" on the "advice of Australian Ministers of the
Crown." 23 0 The legislation requires the agency to submit a biannual report
"on the progress achieved in relation to the gender equality indicators in
.

that period.

231

Shortly after that legislation came into effect, the Australian Public
Service Commission introduced the Australian Public Service Gender
Equality Strategy 2016-2019, which, among other things, aimed to

225. Id. ptIs2A.
226. Id. pt 3 13(1). According to the Act, a "registered higher education provider means a person
or body that is a registered higher education provider for the purposes of the Tertiary Education
Quality and StandardsAgency Act 2011." Id. pt I s 3.
227. Id. pt I s 3(1).
228. See generally id. pt I s 2B (stating that employers who fail to comply with this Act maybe
named in a report given to the Minister).
229. Id. pt IIIs 8A(l).
230. Id. pt V s 20(1); About Parliament- Governor-General,PARLIAMENT OF AUSTL., https://
www.aph.gov.au/AboutParliament/HouseofRepresentatives/Powerspractice-and procedure
/Practice7/HTML/Chapterl/Governor-General (last visited Nov. 18, 2019).
231. Workplace Gender Equality Act 2012 (Cth) pt I s 12(2a) (Austl.).
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improve gender equality and diversity in the workplace. 232 To comply
with this initiative, the Department of Education and Training created the
Gender Equality Action Plan 2017-2019.233 Universities responded to this
federal initiative by trying to address problems within their own
institutions, launching various programs and creating committees aimed
at addressing gendered disparities. 2 34 Deakin University, located in
Victoria, created the Gender Equity Plan 2019-2023, which aims at
"achieving equal representation, recognition, reward and value of staff
irrespective of gender." 2 35 Likewise, Victoria University launched the
Gender Equity Strategy 2017-2019 to "promote gender equity through a
range of collaborative programs and activities across the University
designed to enable women to thrive and succeed., 23 6 These programs,
which seek to reduce the effects of gender discrimination, have not
from universities' use of SET data in
addressed the ill effects arising
2 37
making employment decisions.
In light of these institutions' desire to eliminate gender disparities, it
makes no sense - ethically or otherwise - to employ SETs. 23 8 Their use
only undermines the stated goals of gender equity. 239 Furthermore, the
continued use of SET data for personnel decisions contradicts the notion
that transparency is sufficient for creating gender equality. 240 SETs have
long been known to discriminate against women (among other protected
232. Gender Equality Action Plan 2017-2019, DEP'T OF EDUC. & TRAINING 1, 5, https://
docs.education.gov.au/system/files/doc/other/finaleducation and traininggender equalityaction
plan_2017_to_2019_-_.pdf (last visited Nov. 18, 2019) (Austl.).
233. Id.
234. See Gender Equity Plan 2019-2023, DEAKIN UNIV., https://www.deakin.edu.au/ data
(last visited
/assets/pdffie/0017/2001923/Gender-Equity-Action-Plan-2019-2023-accessible.pdf
Nov. 18, 2019) (Austl.); see GenderEquity Strategy, VICTORIA UNIV., https://www.vu.edu.au/aboutvu/university-profile/diversity-inclusion/gender-equity (last visited Nov 18, 2019) (Austl.).
235. Gender Equity Plan, supra note 234, at 2.
236. Gender Equity Strategy, supra note 234.
237. See generally Mengel et al., supranote 17, at 564 (noting that SETs are frequently used for
personnel decisions yet are rarely "corrected for possible gender bias"); see also GenderEquity Plan,
supra note 234, at 2; Gender Equity Strategy,supra note 234.
238. Compare Mengel et al., supra note 17, at 564 (noting that possibly biased SETs are
frequently used for hiring, firing, and promoting decisions), with GenderEquity Plan,supra note 234,
and Gender Equity Strategy, supra note 234 (showing that these institutions do not address SET data
in their newly implemented programs).
239. Mengel et al., supra note 17, at 563-64; Gender Equity Plan,supra note 234, at 2; Gender
Equity Strategy, supra note 234.
240. See Deakin U., Academic Board Meeting Minutes: Teaching and Learning Committee 2018
Self-Review (March 2019) (unpublished minutes) (on file with author) (stating "Anonymous
feedback surveys are also proven to be particularly negative about female teachers. Yet this data is
used to castigate teaching staff or plan strategic shifts. We need to find a better way or at least deemphasize eValuate") (Austl.).
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classes), and universities know this. 24 1 Yet, they continue to use SETs in
employment contexts, while claiming to move toward equal opportunities
24 2
for all employees.
JV. ACTION IN LIGHT OF LEGAL ANALYSIS

This article demonstrates the significant discriminatory effects that
occur when universities use SETs for employment purposes. 24 3 However,

proving sex discrimination as a legal proposition has been difficult. 244
The primary cases claiming indirect discrimination in Australia involve
employees who have become pregnant. 245 To show that SETs are

unlawfully discriminatory to use in employment decisions would be a
complicated matter for litigation. Moreover, it would be challenging for
an individual to raise this issue in their place of employment, given the
importance of demonstrating teaching expertise for future promotions, as
well as the limited pool of academic employers. 24 6 Women in academia
already face significant challenges to employment and promotion.24 7 The

overarching institutional bias against female academics (the use of SETs
in employment decisions) can dissuade those academics from raising
additional bias claims in the workplace. 24 8 Further, the level of bias in the

241. Id. For example, the March 2019 meeting minutes from Deakin University's Academic
Board reveal deep knowledge of the problems involved with using SET data. In an annual review of
its own performance, one anonymous board member wrote: "I think the data and information is
generally good, but there is always a danger of not seeing the wood for the trees. i.e. endless data
analysis of narrow sets gathered for specific KPIs doesn't always tell the whole story of what teachers
and students are experiencing." The staff member noted that the "main concern though is with the
weight that is placed on eValuate data in decision making" because reports to the Committee that year
noted that "the response rates and demographics in evaluate returns are demonstrably
unrepresentative of the majority of young undergrads at Deakin." Additionally, "questions are also
poorly phrased and misunderstood by students (eg. the feedback question)." Id.
242. See generally id. (criticizing the use of SETs in employment decisions for the university).
243. See supra Section II.
,
244. See Stella Tarrant, Reasonableness in the Sex DiscriminationAct. No Package Deals, 19
U. TAS. L. REV. 38, 43 47-48, 55-56 (Austl.) (2000) (discussing the difficulties in proving sex
discrimination in light of the "package deal approach" to the reasonableness defense).
245. See, e.g., Howe v Qantas Airways Ltd [2004] FMCA 242 (Austl.); Mayer v Australian
Nuclear Science and Technology Org. [2003] FMCA 209, 1 (Austl.); Escobar v Rainbow Printing
Pty Ltd (No 2) [2002] FMCA 122, 1 (Austl.).
246. See supra notes 133, 137-144 and accompanying text.
247. See generally WORKPLACE GENDER EQUALITY AGENCY, supra note 37, at 6 (providing
information on gender pay inequality).
248. See generally Wines & Lau, supra note 24, at 172,201-02 ("[T]he continued use of teaching
evaluations as a basis of promotion and tenure will [] cause faculty members to tailor their speech to
obtain promotion and tenure.., and that in effect, faculty are coerced into making speech with which
they do not agree.").
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SETs that affects women, people of color, and LGBTI faculty argues for
249 Finally, the use of SET data by
a more global resolution of the matter.
the Australian government to determine funding levels for universities
indicates that SETs will continue to be used in a variety of contexts going
forward.2 5 ° Providing a place of employment with equal opportunities
requires that employers base their hiring, retention, and promotion
decisions on individual merit and not on irrelevant characteristics such as
25 1 Thus, we urge universities
sex, physical appearance, race, or accents.
under the Workplace Gender Equality Act to stop using SETs for
employment purposes. While it is important that university employers
have the capacity to review educators' respective teaching capabilities,
there are other methods of review proven to be less discriminatory
assessment methods. 2 52 For example, peer review of teaching and
teaching portfolios can be used in place of student evaluation survey
data.2 53
As a second issue raised but not fully analyzed in this article, use of
student evaluation data for determining federal funding raises concern. As
discussed above, empirical research shows that SETs demonstrate bias
against academics who are women, people of color, and gender nonconforming people; the surveys are also statistically unreliable to assist
with quantifying teaching improvements. However, there has been little
movement by universities to discontinue use of the surveys for
employment. Further, Australian universities have significant institutional
support for SETs. 25 4 Australian universities receive federal funding based

249. See id.; see also Anderson & Kanner, supra note 18, at 1559.
250. See supra Section I.B. Because increased funding will be perceived to be tied to higher
SET scores, and white male academics receive higher SET scores in comparison to other academics,
universities will appear to be harmed by hiring women and people of color who receive lower SET
scores. See id. In light of these concerns, we urge further consideration of the use of SET data for
funding purposes. Id.
251. See Ryerson Univ. v. Ryerson Faculty Ass'n (2018), 58446 CanLII 2, 4 (Can. Ont. L.A.),
20
https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onla/doc/ 18/2018canlii58446/2018canii58446.html; Abel, supra
note 50, at 415 (demonstrating that it is possible not to use teacher evaluations in tenure decisions).
"[M]ost [American law] schools make no adverse personnel decisions on the basis of teaching and
the rest make very few." Regarding tenure, "fewer than ten percent of schools reported more than
one adverse decision in the previous five years and fewer than five percent reported more than two."
Id.

See generally CHIEF EXEC. WOMEN & MALE CHAMPIONS OF CHANGE, IN THE EYE OF THE

BEHOLDER: AVOIDNG THE MERIT TRAP 4,4 (2016), http://malechampionsofchange.com/wp-content
(discussing perceptions of women's
/uploads/2016/08/MCC-CEW-Merit-Paper-FINAL.pdf
evaluations of teaching).
student
in
raised
issues
the
parallel
which
leadership styles
252. See, e.g., CLINTONETAL., supra note 187, at 114, 122.
253. See id.
254. See BARRIE ET AL., supra note 7, at 8, 11-12.
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on SETs, and use SETs for hiring and promotion purposes.2 55 This article
argues that the use of biased, poorly designed, andpoorly implemented
surveys for employment purposes is discriminatory under antidiscrimination legislation. 256 We further note that use of the student
evaluation surveys for federal- funding purposes highlights continued
structural gender and race bias.25 7
Both anti-discrimination legislation and the Workplace -Gender
Equality Act provide a legal framework that should eliminate bias within
the workplace. 2 58 Universities have a unique and timely. opportunity to
demonstrate a commitment to equality in the workplace and to be
proactive in ending the use of SETs for discriminatory purposes.
CONCLUSION

Australian universities and colleges continue to use student
evaluations to make .personnel decisions concerning respective
academics' employment, retention, and promotion despite decades of
research that indicates that student evaluations of teachers are biased,
disadvantaging women, people of color, non-native English speakers, and
non-heterosexual instructors. 2 59 While university promotion policies -tie
SET data to a demonstration of quality teaching, there, is empirical
evidence showing that higher SET scores do not correspond to higher
quality of teaching. 2 60 Use of the biased SET data by universities for
employment purposes is in contradiction to both anti-discrimination laws
as well as equal opportunity laws in Australia..
To provide world-class education and produce top research, as well
as adhere to their commitments to gender equality for both students and
staff, Australian universities must acknowledge the empirical research
that shows the deep and inherent bias in SETs, and collectively eliminate

255. See id.
at 8, 28.
256. See supra Section II. This article does not directly address the use of the student evaluation
of teaching data for purposes of providing federal funding to universities but notes that funding based
on biased data should be of great concern. Id.
257. See supra Section f.B.
258. See Workplace GenderEqualityAct 2012 (Cth) pt 1 s 2A (Austl.); Age DiscriminationAct
2004 (Cth) pt 1, 3 ss 3, 14-15, 17-18 (Austl.); DisabilityDiscriminationAct 1992 (Cth) pt I ss 3, 15
(Austl.); Sex DiscriminationAct 1984 (Cth) pt I ss 3, 5 (Austl.); RacialDiscriminationAct 1975 (Cth)
pt II ss 9, 15 (Austl.).
259. See Fan et al., supra note 61, at 6; Deo, supra note 16, at 33.
260. See Mengel et al., supra note 17, at 563-64.
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as violating Australia's anti-discrimination
the use of these2 6 SETs
1
laws.
employment

261.

See id.
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